How can this be applied to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who
are not living in or closely connected to their community/language groups?

Yolŋu people have our ideas and beliefs, which are different from other
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. We are not in an authorised
position of saying much about our other Aboriginal groups across Australia;
especially places being so far away from Darwin and East Arnhem Land. Having
said that though, our Yolŋu lives foreground kinship practice likewise all other
places across Australia, through which we, Yolŋu connect ourselves with people
and the land outside of Yolŋu country, such as Borroloola, Port Keats, Alice
Springs, Numbulwar and many other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island
countries. Even though our ways of living, languages and foundations are
different to each other, our Yolŋu kinship reaches those people and land, and
nurture the relationship with people from other country. Our Yolŋu kinship, as
well as any Aboriginal kinship practice across Australia, can extend far further
than non-Aboriginal people could imagine. Through, räl-manapanmirri (please
refer to our power point slides and presentation video) we are working
together, caring and protecting each other, and staying safe and strong. These
ways of living, with caring at the centre, are always there. They emerge
differently in long-grass camps in Darwin and our Yolŋu country AND also with
people who are not living or closely connected to their community and
language groups. Nothing can separate us.

How is the notion of virus transmission articulated in Yolŋu, if it is?
We, Yolŋu don’t originally have the terminology, such as ‘virus’ or ‘transmission’
as the biomedical science does, but we DO know by seeing and experiencing
what and how to avoid, and how to look after ourselves and teach our children
how to protect ourselves from ŋambaŋambatj (meaning sickness). We do have
Yolŋu ways of witnessing, observing, understanding, and caring for self and
family. We live in crowded houses, yet know exactly how to help our family
while living always together. Being in this Covid-19 circumstances, we also
butjuru-bitjun (meaning listen carefully) the message coming from
(non)government service providers, such as ‘wash your hands’ and ‘keep your
social distance’ only when it comes through our traditional authorities.
The main priority for Yolŋu is kinship. This is how we automatically connnect to
our people, totems and the land. We have practices of avoidance that can be
related to those words the government is using ‘social distance’. Yolŋu men
can’t look at our mother-in-law, we can’t pass close to each other. This is
respectful. Maralkur is your mother-in-law’s brother and your mother-in-law’s
mother and her uncle is ŋathi walkur. So we have these relations and practices,
they are already used.

Do we know if relationships with communities have been damaged due to this
approach? and is there some a loss of faith in the government and its leaders?

Yes, it damaged our communities and people because the messages from
(non)government service providers barged through our places and our people.
The damage that they are making is that the story just goes through one side, it
is told narrowly through balanda organisations. We thought that if we had a
space and time to have discussion among ourselves first, we could have made
careful decisions between Yolŋu clan groups for our people living on Yolŋu
country. We always sit with elders and bring them stories to discuss a right
pathway for our communities and people. We, Yolŋu people take the
information from the government seriously, but it has to come through Yolŋu
decision making process so that it is carefully negotiated by right people for
particular place and it dälthirri (become strong); as Yolŋu rom (law) always is. It
does matter how the messages arrive in our communities, and how they are
shared with our people. If you share your stories with us in an appropriate
manner we can work together and become stronger.

If appropriate I would like to know little more about the Yolŋu concept of
body and environment and how the Yolŋu and scientific model can come
together to keep the Yolŋu families safe?
Yes, we, Yolŋu body and environment are all together. Gurruṯu (kinship practice)
connects every Yolŋu with everything – seasonal winds, clouds, rock, cycad
seeds, and body of water etc. We are together as a whole. Our Yolŋu body and
environment also extend to the land and people of Thursday Island and
Ngambri/ Ngunawal (a mob from Canberra) as we demonstrated in the National
Indigenous
Diplomacy
workshop
(http://bellschool.anu.edu.au/newsevents/stories/6932/anu-offer-inaugural-course-aboriginal-and-torres-straitislander-diplomacy) that we held in Canberra last year. Such Yolŋu concepts and
practices of body and environment are sung in our songlines. Our Yolŋu and
their scientific model of knowing body and nature/atomosphere are greatly
distinct. Yes, both ŋayamarrŋu, yindi, dunmurr (the whole) of our Yolŋu world
and ŋayamarrŋu, yindi, dunmurr (the whole) of scientific model of knowing are
big, but we, two different worlds can bunanhamirr (meet each other), bala-räli
(do both ways), räl-manapanmirr (work together with ongoing negotiation),
only when the scienfitic model arrives in our communities and people in the
right manner and go through the right authoritative elders. We, these two
ŋayamarrŋu, yindi, dunmurr (the wholes) can meet together but NOT really
exactly: we gaŋga dharaŋanhamirr (partly understand each other) and
galkiwatjthirri yän (come close to each other just enough).

We know a lot about Yolŋu ways of managing natural disasters like cyclones.
What are some Yolŋu ways to deal with pandemics like contiguous diseases?
Please watch our online presentation and also our responses in the previous
questions.
Online presentation link: https://www.cdu.edu.au/sites/default/files/thenorthern-institute/dont_panic_semina__disaster_management_from_a_yolngu_perspective.pdf
Lots of us are working from home and looking after family through the phone
and internet. Has it been hard for Yolŋu to care for family and work online, in
Darwin and remote communities?
Please watch our recorded Q&A live session.
Link: https://vimeo.com/415378148
Some Yolŋu know how to work online, and some don’t. Like anywhere some of
the people in the older ages, 60-70, sometimes they find it difficult to use this
new technology or any apps. Since the presentation last week we went out to
talk to the people, asking them if they were alright with Centrelink and online
things. They said that sometimes it was a little bit hard for them, the old people.
But for the young people they all start learning this new technology.

People are talking a lot about that COVID Safe app and worrying whether they
should download it because the government might access their phone data.
Have Yolŋu been given information about this app in their own languages and
are they worried about the government accessing their data too?
Not really... Yolŋu waka-ŋurrkanhamirr rom (matrilineal ascendants and
descendants) form our ways of surveilance, monitoring, and protecting our
intellectual property, such as dhulmu bathi (restricted knowledge). Again such is
foregrounded with gurrutu (kinship practice), s/he looks after her/himself and
we look after ourselves so that our ‘data’ is securely protected. Manymak thank
you.
Other cities use this, and Yolŋu living in Darwin know about it, but people in the
community aren’t sure. People know that myGov is linked to Centrelink, so the
COVID safe app needs to confirm where it links to. For example, will it link to the
clinic? Otherwise we might line up for that app, but then when we see it, say
we’re going home.

